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ABSTRACT This paper presents the designing of the X-bar control chart using resampling scheme under
the uncertainty environment. The necessary measures of the present chart are derived under the neutrosophic
system. The neutrosophic average run length (NARL) when the process is in-control and out-of-control
are derived under the neutrosophic statistical interval method (NSIM). The neutrosophic control chart
coefficients are determined through the algorithm developed under NSIM. The comparative study shows
that the proposed chart is better than the existing chart in NARL.
INDEX TERMS Monitoring, Shewhart chart, neutrosophic average run length, statistical interval method,
shift.
I. INTRODUCTION

The monitoring of the manufacturing process is very important to improve the quality of the product. Therefore, to meet
specifications limits or the target, a quick indication is needed
when the process moves away from the given target. The
control chart is effective tool for the monitoring of the
manufacturing process in the industries and service companies. The Shewhart control charts have many applications in
the industries. The Shewhart control charts are easy in the
implementation and save time in deciding the state of the
process. The attribute and variable Shewhart control charts
are used to reduce non-conforming items. In earlier chart is
applied when data coming from the process is discrete and
later one is used for the monitoring the process when data
is measurable. The X-bar control chart is contained more
information about the process data than the attribute control
chart such as the np-control chart. [1] pointed out that the
control charts are applied to monitor the variation in the
process. [2] discussed the applications of the control charts in
the industry [3] proposed the variable X-bar control chart. [4]
proposed the variable control chart using efficient sampling
schemes. [5] designed the control chart for monitoring the
variability in the process. More details on the applications of
the control charts can be read in [6], [7] and [8].
Although, the Shewhart control charts are designed using
single sampling is easy to apply but needs a larger sample for
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the decision-making. Larger the sample size means the high
cost for the monitoring of the process. Further, the control
charts using the single sample cannot be applied when the
experimenters are in-decision at the information of the first
sample. The repetitive sampling scheme introduced by [9]
provides a decision on less sample than single sampling.
The repetitive sampling guides the experiments to resample
if in-decision at the first sample information. Because of
many applications of the repetitive sampling in the control
charts, several authors proposed the control chart using it
and showed the efficiency over the control charts using the
single sampling. [10] proposed the X-bar control using repetitive sampling. [11] worked on double EWMA chart using
this sampling. [12] worked on the process capability index
under repetitive sampling. More information can be read
in [13]–[18] and [19].
Usually, the control charts are designed under the assumptions that all observations or parameters are known and determined. As mentioned by [1],‘‘observations include human
judgments, and evaluations and decisions, a continuous random variable of a production process should include the variability caused by human subjectivity or measurement devices,
or environmental conditions. These variability causes create
vagueness in the measurement system’’. To deal with these
situations, the control charts using the fuzzy logic are applied
for the monitoring of the process. [20] proposed the fuzzy
chart for more than two processes. [21] proposed the fuzzy
attribute chart. The fuzzy based attribute and variable control
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TABLE 1. The NARL when nN  [2], [5].

TABLE 2. The NARL when nN  [5], [7].

charts are studied by [22]. [23] proposed the X-bar and range
chart using this approach. More details about such control
charts can be seen in [24]–[30] and [31].
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In practice, it may not possible that all observations are
determined and precise. To deal with the situation, neutrosophic statistics (NS) which is based on the neutrosophic
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 3. The values of NARL when nN  [8], [10].

TABLE 4. The NARL for various nN .

logic that is the generalization of fuzzy logic, see [32]
and [33]. The NS, which is the extension of classical statistics
and can be applied efficiently than classical statistics under
VOLUME 7, 2019

the uncertainty environment. [34] and [35] used the neutrosophic numbers in rock measuring problems. [36] introduced
the idea of NS in the area of quality control. [37] proposed
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TABLE 5. The comparison of both charts when nN  [5], [7].

the attribute control chart using the NS. [38] worked on
the variance chart using the NS. [39] designed the chart
to monitor reliability under the NS. [40] worked on the
gamma chart using the NS and [41] proposed the NS based
attribute chart using the repetitive sampling. [42] proposed
the X-bar control chart using the single sampling. In this
existing control chart, a decision about the state of the process
is taken on the basis of information obtained from the single
sample.
The presence of uncertain observations in the production
data may mislead the industrial engineers for the monitoring of the manufacturing process. For example, the control
chart under classical statistics when the data have uncertain
values or neutrosophic numbers can show that the process
is in control when actually some plotting statistic are within
the indeterminacy limits. Therefore, in this case, the process
monitoring should be done using the control chart under NS.
By exploring the literature and best of our knowledge, there
is no work on the design of X-bar control using repetitive
sampling under the neutrosophic statistical interval method
(NSIM). This manuscript presents the designing of the X-bar
control chart using repetitive sampling under the uncertainty
environment. We will discuss the advantages of the present
chart over available in the literature. We expect that the
proposed control chart will perform better in detecting the
60664

shift in the process than the existing charts under the uncertainty environment.
II. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED CHART

Let XL and XU are the lower and upper values of an
indeterminacy interval. Suppose that XNi  {XL , XU } =
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , nN be a neutrosophic random variable
expressed in indeterminacy interval follows the neutrosophic
normal distribution with neutrosophic mean µN  {µL , µU }
and neutrosophic standard deviation σN  {σL , σU }. Let
X̄N  X̄L , X̄U and sN = {sL , sU } be the neutrosophic sample
mean and standard, respectively and considered as the best
linear unbiased estimator of µN  {µL , µU } andσN  {σL , σU }.
We define mN  {mL , mU } be the target mean for the in-control
process. The neutrosophic upper and lower control limits are
given as follows
σN
LCL 1N = mN − k1N √ ;
nN
σN  {σL , σU } ,
σN
UCL 1N = mN + k1N √ ;
nN
σN  {σL , σU } ,
σN
LCL 2N = mN − k2N √ ;
nN

µN  {µL , µU } ,
mN  {mL , mU }

(1)

µN  {µL , µU } ,
mN  {mL , mU }

(2)

µN  {µL , µU } ,
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FIGURE 1. The proposed chart for the simulated data.

UCL 2N

σN  {σL , σU } , mN  {mL , mU }
σN
= mN + k2N √ ; µN  {µL , µU } ,
nN
σN  {σL , σU } , mN  {mL , mU }

(3)

(4)

Note here that k1N  {k1L , k1U } and k2N  {k2L , k2U } are the
neutrosophic control chart coefficients associated with neutrosophic lower control limit (NLCL) and neutrosophic upper
control limit (NUCL), respectively.
Based on this information, we propose the following X-bar
control chart for using the(repetitive sampling under the NS.
)
nUP
XU
nP
L XL
Step-1:Compute X̄N  X̄L =
/nL , X̄U =
/nU
i=1

i=1

based on XNi  {XL , XU } = i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , nN .
Step-2: Declare the in-control state if LCLN 2 ≤ X̄N ≤
UCLN 2 .
Step-3:Declare the out-of-control state if X̄N ≥ UCLN1 or
X̄N ≤ UCLN1 .
The proposed control chart is the generalized form of
several control charts. For example, it reduces to [42] chart
when k1N = k2N ; k1N  {k1L , k1U } , k2N  {k2L , k2U }. The
proposed chart becomes the traditional repetitive chart proposed by [43] under classical statistics when k1L = k1U and
k2L = k2U . The proposed chart reduces to the traditional
VOLUME 7, 2019

Shewhart control chart under classical statistics when k1N =
k2N and k1L = k1U and k2L = k2U .
Now, we derive the necessary measures of the proposed
control to evaluate its performance. The neutrosophic probability for the in-control process for the single sampling is
given by

P0inN 1 = P LCL 2N ≤ X̄N ≤ UCL 2N


X̄N − mN
UCL 2N − mN
LCL 2N − mN
≤
≤
;
=P
√
√
√
σ / nN
σN / nN
σN / nN
 N
X̄N  X̄L , X̄U , mN  {mL , mU }
(5)
2N√−mN

Let LCL
= ZN be the neutrosophic standard normal
σN
nN
variable. After, some simplification, we have,

P0inN 1 = 1 − 8N (k2N ) + 8N (k1N ) ;
k1N  {k1L , k1U } , k2N  {k2L , k2U }

(6)

where 8N (q) shows the neutrosophic cumulative distribution function. The neutrosophic repetitive probability for the
in-control process is given by

P0PrepN = P LCL 1N ≤ X̄N ≤ LCL 2N

+ P UCL 2N ≤ X̄N ≤ UCL 1N
(7)
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FIGURE 2. The existing chart for the simulated data.

The Eq. (7) can be written as
P0PrepN


LCL 1N − mN
X̄N − mN
LCL 2N − mN
≤
≤
=P
√
√
√
σN / nN
σN / nN
σN / nN


UCL 2N − mN
X̄N − mN
UCL 1N − mN
+P
≤
≤
;
√
√
√
σN / nN
σN / nN
σN / nN

X̄N  X̄L , X̄U , mN  {mL , mU }
(8)
The simplified form of Eq. (8) is given by
P0PrepN

= (8N (−k2N ) − 8N (−k 1N )) + (8N (k1N )
−8N (k2N )); k1N  {k1L , k1U } , k2N  {k2L , k2U }
(9)
P0inN =
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Finally, the resampling probability for an in-control process
under NSIM is given by (10), as shown at the bottom of this
page. The neutrosophic average run length (NARL) indicates
when on the average the process will be out-of-control under
the indeterminacy. The NARL for the in-control process is
given as
NARL0N =

1
1 − P0inN

; ARL0N  {ARL0L , ARL0U }

(11)

Now, we assume that the process has shifted with a shift
constantc, to a new neutrosophic meanm1N = mN + cσN ;
m1N  {m1L , m1U } , σN  {σL , σU }. The neutrosophic probability for the in-control process when the process has shifted at
m1N = mN + cσN ; m1N  {m1L , m1U } , σN  {σL , σU } for the

1 − 8N (k2N ) + 8N (k1N )
;
1 − [(8N (−k2N ) − 8N (−k 1N )) + (8N (k1N ) − 8N (k2N ))]

n
o
P0inN  P0inL , P0inU

(10)
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FIGURE 3. The proposed chart for the real data.

single sampling is given by
√ 
√ 
P1inN 1 = 1 − 8N k2N + c nN + 8N −k 2N + c nN ;
k1N  {k1L , k1U } , k2N  {k2L , k2U } (12)
The neutrosophic repetitive probability for the in-control at
the process at m1N = mN +cσN ; m1N  {m1L , m1U } , σN {σL ,
σU } is given by

P1PrepN |m1N = P LCL 1N ≤ X̄1N ≤ LCL 2N

+ P UCL 2N ≤ X̄2N ≤ UCL 1N ;


X̄1N  X̄1L , X̄1U , X̄2N  X̄2L , X̄2U (13)
or
√ 
P1PrepN = 8N −k 1N + c nN − 8N (−k 2N
√ 
√ 
+ c nN + 8N k2N + c nN
√ 
− 8N k1N + c nN ;
k1N  {k1L , k1U } , k2N  {k2L , k2U }

A. ALGORITHM

(14)

Finally, the neutrosophic probability that the process is
in-control at m1N = mN + cσN ; m1N  {m1L , m1U } , σN 
{σL , σU } using the repetitive sampling is given by (15), as
shown at the bottom of this page. The NARL atm1N = mN +
cσN ; m1N  {m1L , m1U } , σN  {σL , σU } is given by
NARL1N =

P1inN

=

1
; ARL1N  {ARL1L , ARL1U } (16)
1 − P1inN


1 − 8N −k 1N

VOLUME 7, 2019

Tables 1-3 show the values of NARL for nN  [2], [5],
nN  [5], [7], nN  [8], [10], various values of c and various
values of specifiedNARL0N , say r0N . Table 4 is presented
the values of NARL for various values of nN  [nL , nU ]. From
Tables 1-4, we note the following trends in the control chart
parameters under the NS.
1) For a fixed value of nN  [nL , nU ], the indeterminacy
interval of NARL decreases as c increases.
2) For other fixed neutrosophic parameters, the indeterminacy interval of NARL decreases as nN  [nL , nU ]
incerses.
3) From Table 4, we note that as nN  [nL , nU ] increases,
indeterminacy interval of NARL increases.

The following algorithm under the NSIM is used to evaluate the values of k1N  {k1L , k1U } , k2N  {k2L , k2U } and
ARL1N  {ARL1L , ARL1U }.
1) Specify the suitable values of ARL0N {ARL0L ,
ARL0U }, c and nN  [nL , nU ].
2) Determine P0inN  P0inL , P0inU and NARL0N using
Eq. (10) and Eq. (11), respectively.
3) Determine the values of k1N  {k1L , k1U } , k2N 
{k2L , k2U } such that NARL0N ≥ r0N .
4) Choose those combinations of k1N  {k1L , k1U } , k2N 
{k2L , k2U } where NARL0N is very close to r0N .

√ 
√ 
n
o
1 − 8N k2N + c nN + 8N −k 2N + c nN
√ 
√ 
√ 
√  ; P1inN  P1inL , P1inU
+ c nN − 8N −k 2N + c nN + 8N k2N + c nN − 8N k1N + c nN
(15)
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FIGURE 4. The existing chart for the real data.

5) Use k1N  {k1L , k1U } , k2N  {k2L , k2U } to find ARL1N 
{ARL1L , ARL1U } for various c.
III. COMPARATIVE STUDIES

The efficiency of the proposed control chart with the available
competitor control chart under the NSIM proposed by [42] is
discussed in this section. [42] showed that X-bar under NS
performs better than the X-bar chart under classical statistics
in ARL. We will discuss the advantages of the proposed
chart with [42] in terms of NARL and using the simulated
data at the same values of specified parameters of both
control charts. For this comparison, let ARL0N  {370, 370}
and nN  [5, 7]. The values of the proposed chart and
Aslam and Khan (2019) are shown in Table 5.
From Table 5, it can be noted that the proposed control
chart has the smaller values of NARL than the existing
control chart at all values of c. Note that when c = 0.05,
the indeterminacy interval of NARL values for the proposed control chart is ARL1N  [262.337533, 249.664424]
while it is ARL1N  [349.323906, 345.119982] from the
60668

Aslam and Khan (2019) control chart. From this comparison,
it is concluded that the proposed control will detect the shift
in the process between the 249th sample and the 262nd sample
while the existing chart will indicate the shift in the process between 345th sample and the 349th sample. Therefore,
the proposed control chart is more sensitive to detect a shift
in the process as compared to the competitor chart under the
uncertainty.
Now, the efficiency of the proposed chart with the existing chart is discussed using the simulated data drawn from
the neutrosophic normal distribution with neutrosophic mean
µN  {0, 0} and σN  {1, 1}. The first 20 observations are generated assuming the process is in-control and next same
observations are generated for the shifted process when
c = 0.07, nN  [5, 5] and ARL0N  {370, 370}. The statistic
X̄N  X̄L , X̄U is computed and plotted on the control chart
given in Figure 1 for the proposed chart and Figure 2 for
the existing control chart. From Figures 1-2, we note that
the proposed control chart detects the shift at around the
36th sample while the competitor’s chart shows that all values
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 6. The data of diameter.

of statistic within the control limits. Therefore, we conclude
that the proposed chart has the ability to detect the shift in the
process earlier than the existing control chart.
IV. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

The application of the proposed control chart is given for
the automobile data taken from the automobile industry.

VOLUME 7, 2019

Similar data is used by Aslam and Khan (2019). According to Aslam and Khan (2019) ‘‘In this industry, the inside
diameter measurement of automobile engine piston rings is a
continuous random variable is obtained by the measurement
process’’. In addition, as mentioned by [44] ‘‘all observations
and measurements of continuous variables are not precise
numbers but more or less non-precise. This imprecision is
60669
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different from variability and errors. Therefore, also lifetime
data are not precise numbers but more or less fuzzy. The
best up-to-date mathematical model for this imprecision is
so-called non-precise numbers’’. Therefore, it may possible
that some observations of the diameter obtained from the
measurement have imprecise observations. The data is shown
in Table 6 is taken from Aslam and Khan (2019) for easy reference. For this data, let nN  [5, 5] and ARL0N  {370, 370}.
The neutrosophic control limits and statistics for this data
given as
σN  [0.008896, 0.009399] ,

mN  [74.001, 74.001]

LCL L1 = (73.98971) ,

LCL L2 = (73.99219)

LCL U 1 = (73.99142) ,

LCL U 2 = (73.99168)

UCL L1 = (74.01229) ,

UCL L2 = (74.00981)

UCL U 1 = (74.01058) , UCL U 2 = (74.01032)

The statistic X̄N  X̄L , X̄U is computed and reported in the
last column of Table 6. The values of X̄N  X̄L , X̄U is plotted
on the control chart in Figure 3 for the proposed control chart
and in Figure 4 for the existing control chart. We note that
some values of the statistic fall in indeterminacy interval and
one point is at UCL L1 . From Figure 4, we note that the process
is an in-control state. By comparing Figure 3 and Figure 4,
it is concluded that the proposed chart indicates that there is
some issue to be fixed in the process as one point is at the
control limit while the existing control chart indicates that no
action is needed as the process is an in-control state.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We proposed the X-bar control chart using the repetitive
sampling under the NS. The necessary measureless were
derived to evaluate the performance of the proposed control.
From the comparison study, we conclude that the proposed
control chart has edge over the existing control chart. The
proposed chart has the ability to perform well under the
uncertainty environment. Therefore, the use of the proposed
control chart when observations are imprecise, incomplete
and uncertain is more effective to be applied than the existing
control chart under classical statistics and the NS. The use
of the proposed control chart in the industry will be helpful
in reducing the non-conforming items. The proposed control
chart using other sampling schemes can be considered as
future research. The proposed control chart for monitoring
median or monitoring location and scale for some non-normal
distributions can be considered as future research.
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